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	Learning Objective: Students will develop a stronger internal sense of relative pitch.
	Guiding Question: How can thinking about pitch before we play help make sure we're in tune on our instruments?
	Differentiation: - Partner "Sole Mates" based on ability.- Learning board helps make sure that all students stay together as an ensemble.- Custom assignment settings can reduce the tempo for students who are struggling.- Think-Pair-Share in the exit slip can pair students of different abilities.
	Homework: Assign a different section of concert repertoire to the class using SmartMusic. Duplicate the assignment, and include in the instructions that the first assignment should be sung, and the second should be played on their instruments. Use a custom rubric as necessary to evaluate dynamics, articulations, and other elements. 
	Teacher Name: Teacher Name
	Subject: Subject
	Date: Date
	Demonstration of Learning (Assessment): Students will assess their peers' ability to play in tune in class. Students will perform concert repertoire in SmartMusic at home to demonstrate their intonation.
	Hook: Frame the lesson by having students sing the learning objective out loud. Project the objective on the board using a rehearsal slide and have students sing it on a single pitch.
	Activity: Warm up: spend extra time on long tone and intonation while doing your usual ensemble warm up. Have students play with a tuner (you can project the one in SmartMusic on the board, but be sure to have each student who uses it calibrate the microphone first). Students should be focused on the technique required to play a note in tune -- consistent air, focused embouchure, etc.Next, have students sing the warm up. Start with a soft syllable -- "mmm" or "oooo" -- and then try again using a syllable with a firmer consonant -- "taaaa." Finally, ask students to use the consonant they use to articulate with their instruments and sing the warm up exercise (or scale) a final time.
	Assessment: 
	Wrap up: Exit slip: have students complete an exit slip that asks them to write one sentence summarizing the day's learning. One everyone has finished, have students partner up and share their sentence with a peer. Provide a question and a stem sentence for students: "How can singing help me work on intonation?" and "When I sing my part _____________________"
	Objective: 
	Standard: 
	Standard 2: NAfME 2014 Ensemble Standards
	Activity 3: In small (1-2 measure) chunks, have students sing a section, then immediately play the section on their instruments. Between each passage, ask students to consider how their pitch when singing compared to their pitch when playing.Spend any remaining rehearsal time developing musicality in the passages students have been working, continuing to have students both sing and play.
	Activity 2: "Sole Mates:" Have students find a partner with similar shoes (rather than a similar instrument). Have students sing their parts from a section of concert repertoire to each other. Students may use their instruments to find reference pitches. The goal is to practice singing on pitch.Then, have the ensemble return to their sections and sing the passage as an ensemble. Ask students to make sure they're still in tune with their "sole mate" during the performance. This will require careful listening, as the students are now back in their sections.
	Objective 2: - Perform expressively, with appropriate interpretation and technical accuracy, and in a manner appropriate to the audience and context.- Evaluate and refine personal and ensemble performances.- Support personal evaluation of musical works and performances.
	Assessment 2: Students will assess their peers' ability to play in tune in class. Students will perform concert repertoire in SmartMusic at home to demonstrate their intonation.
	Notes + Materials 2: During the lesson, make use of a "learning board." Draw three columns on the board and label them "To Learn," "Learning," and "Learned." Using post-its or magnets, create the various subtasks for each activity so that students can move skills between columns as the lesson progresses. For example, "sing parts in tune with sole mates" might be a post-it for the second activity. "Perform on our instruments in tune" might be a post-it for the third activity.
	Notes + Materials: - SmartMusic TEACH, including assignments and custom rubric- pencils- projector and device for putting SmartMusic on the board- metronome- tunerThis lesson plan works best with slow repertoire that depends on intonation. Examples include Holsingter's "On A Hymnsong of Philip Bliss" and Ticheli's "Shenandoah."
	Title: Improving Intonation Using Singing


